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On this site, you can find the complete menu of Curry Express Indian Bistro from Rockwall. Currently, there
are 17 menus and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly.

You can also contact them through their website. What Justinia Redican Sanders likes about Curry Express
Indian Bistro:

I've had the pleasure of having lunch from here a couple of times, and have never been disappointed! My
personal favorites are the goat curry and chilli chicken! The staff is kind. The meat is tender. The flavors are

always well balanced. I believe that you can taste the love that is put into cooking every meal. I can not wait to
eat here again! 10 out of 10 would recommend! read more. What Daniel Cruz doesn't like about Curry Express

Indian Bistro:
I don't know how to rate this. The folks inside are always very nice and the food is tasty and you get a good

amount of it. But, the facility is nasty, nasty, nasty. Close your eyes and imagine you are in another country at a
local restaurant with lowerstandards and you might accept it without any complaint. But here in Texas,? I would

think the health department would at leastask them to store boxes off the ground a... read more. In the kitchen of
Curry Express Indian Bistro in Rockwall, original Asian spices fine traditional menus are prepared, there are also

fine vegetarian dishes on the menu. Guests also know to appreciate the use of traditional Indian spices , The
inventive fusion of different dishes with fresh and occasionally daring ingredients is highly valued by the guests -

a good example of Asian Fusion.
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Chicke�
CHILLI CHICKEN

Appet�er
GOBI MANCHURIAN

Lam� & Hähnche�
TIKKA MASALA

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI SAUCE

Goa� Curr�
GOAT CURRY

Ingredient� Use�
BUTTER

CHICKEN

MEAT

India�
PANEER
TIKKA
MASALA

CHICKEN
CURRY

BIRYANI

PANEER TIKKA

NAAN

BUTTER CHICKEN

CHICKEN TIKKA

CHICKEN TIKKA MASALA

RAITA
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